Background and objective: Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) can be classified into three phenotypes based on epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers, including epithelial CTCs, mesenchymal CTCs, and mixed phenotypic CTCs. This study is aimed to analyze the correlation between CTC phenotypes and the clinicopathological features of patients with early cervical cancer. Methods: Peripheral blood samples were obtained from 90 patients with early cervical cancer. CTCs were isolated and classified. The correlations of CTC counts and CTC phenotypes with clinicopathological features of patients were analyzed. Results: The positivity rate for CTCs in patients with stage I-IIA cervical cancer was 90%. An increased CTC number was observed in patients with FIGO stage II, pelvic lymph node metastasis, and lymphovascular involvement. There were 38.89% epithelial CTCs, 23.33% mesenchymal CTCs, and 14.44% mixed phenotypic CTCs, Mesenchymal CTCs were more common in patients with FIGO stage II, pelvic lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular involvement, and deep stromal invasion. Conclusion: CTCs with mesenchymal phenotypes are closely related to pelvic lymph node metastasis and lymphatic vascular invasion in stage I-IIA cervical cancer. Detection of circulating tumor cell phenotypes is helpful for the early diagnosis of cervical cancer micrometastasis and for the assessment of disease status.
Introduction effective individualized treatment. 9 There have been significant achievements in the treatment of various malignant tumors, especially breast cancer. It is now clear that the number of CTCs in breast cancer patients is related to the prognosis of patients. Cristofanilli et al 10 reported that more than 5 CTCs for every 7.5 milliliter blood is a prognostic factor for metastatic breast cancer. In addition, CTCs are associated with the progression and poor prognosis of many other solid tumors including lung cancer, 11, 12 colorectal cancer, 13, 14 and pancreatic cancer. 15, 16 The detection of CTCs is non-invasive and more acceptable to patients. Moreover, CTC detection may facilitate an earlier and more effective diagnosis of tumor recurrence and metastasis than computed tomography and positron emission tomography. [17] [18] [19] [20] Therefore, the study of cervical cancer CTCs may play a significant role in clinical diagnosis and treatment.
There are different phenotypes of CTC in peripheral blood. The main phenotypes include epithelial CTCs, mesenchymal CTCs, and mixed epithelial-mesenchymal CTCs. 21 Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is an important characteristic of cancer with high metastatic ability. 22, 23 It is believed that EMT activation facilitates the generation of CTCs and improves their survival in the bloodstream. 21, 24, 25 During EMT, the epithelial tumor cells can became more aggressive and migratory; these cells can easily enter distant organs by invading blood vessels or lymphatic vessels. The purpose of this study was to analyze the correlation between CTC phenotypes and the clinicopathological features of patients with stage I-II A (International Federation of gynecology and obstetrics, FIGO) cervical cancer.
Material and methods Patients
A total of 90 primary cervical cancer patients with stage I-IIA who underwent radical surgical resection in the Sichuan Cancer Hospital & Institute & School of Medicine, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, between 2015 and 2017 were selected. All patients were confirmed by preoperative cervical biopsy pathology and postoperative pathological diagnosis. The clinicopathological features of patients are listed in Table 1 . Twenty healthy controls were enrolled. The study is approved by the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China according to the Declaration of Helsinki (6th revision, 2008), and all subjects were asked to sign an informed consent form.
CTC detection
A total of 5 mL of peripheral blood was collected from each patient in the morning before surgery. CTCs were isolated via optimized CanPatrol™ CTC enrichment technique implemented using CD45 antibody. 26, 27 First, erythrocytes were removed by carrying out red blood cell lysis and CD45+ leukocytes were depleted using magnetic bead separation method. CTCs were enriched by passing them through calibrated membrane filters having 8-μm-diameter pores; CTCs were identified and characterized by RNA-in situ hybridization (ISH). Based on branched DNA (bDNA) signal amplification technology, CTCs were classified using EMT markers into three subpopulations including epithelial CTCs (CTCs with the epithelial marker EpCAM or CK8), mesenchymal CTCs (CTCs with the mesenchymal marker vimentin or TWIST), and mixed phenotypic CTCs (CTCs with both epithelial and mesenchymal markers) as previously described. 28 Cellsearch ® detection was also performed.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 software (IBM, USA). The comparison between CTCs and clinicopathological features were analyzed using Student's t-test or one-way ANOVA test. The correlation between CTCs and clinicopathological features was examined using Pearson's chi-square test. A P-value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results

CTCs in cervical cancer patients
The positive rate of CTCs in patients with stage I-IIA cervical cancer was 90% (80 out of 90 samples). The CTC count per 5 mL of peripheral blood in patients with positive CTCs ranged from 1 to 39 (median 10).
Correlation between CTCs and clinicopathological features of cervical cancer
We assessed the correlation between clinicopathological features and CTC count (Table 1 ). There were no significant differences in CTC count between patients of different ages or those with different pathological types (P>0.05). An increased CTC count was observed in patients with FIGO stage II, pelvic lymph node metastasis and lymphovascular involvement (P<0.01). There was no relationship between CTC count and patients with deep stromal invasion or parametrial extension (P>0.05). CTCs could not be detected in healthy controls. The rate of CTC detection using Cellsearch ® was lower than that of optimized CanPatrol™ CTC enrichment technique ( Figure 1 ).
Correlation between CTC phenotypes and clinicopathological features of cervical cancer
RNA-in situ hybridization led to the identification of EMT markers in an epithelial CTC (red dots), a mesenchymal CTC (green dots), and a mixed phenotypic CTC (red and green dots) (Figure 2 ). Thus, we classified CTC phenotypes of patients into three subpopulations based on EMT markers, including epithelial CTCs, mesenchymal CTCs, and mixed phenotypic CTCs. As shown in Figure 3 , there were 38.89% epithelial CTCs, 23.33% mesenchymal CTCs, 14.44% mixed phenotypic CTCs, and 23.33% CTCs without detectable phenotypes. The correlation between CTC phenotypes and clinicopathological features was also analyzed ( Table 2 ). There was no significant relationship between CTC phenotypes and age, pathology type, or parametrial extension (P>0.05). However, mesenchymal CTCs were more common in patients with FIGO stage II, pelvic lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular involvement, and deep stromal invasion.
Discussion
At present, the diagnosis of recurrence and metastasis of cervical cancer is dependent on pathological tissues. As an emerging molecular marker, CTCs facilitate individualized treatment of tumor and act as guiding tools for early clinical diagnosis as well as the evaluation of treatment efficacy and prognosis. 29 Moreover, the presence of peripheral blood CTCs, as a noninvasive indicator, will enable clinicians to design an individualized postoperative adjuvant therapy for patients with cervical cancer for reducing recurrence and metastasis in and improving the over survival and quality of life of cancer patients. 30 A poor prognosis has been suggested in patients with early breast cancer who have ≥5 CTCs per 30 mL of blood. 10 When the CTC count in the peripheral blood of patients with nonmetastatic colorectal cancer is ≥1/ 7.5 mL, it greater risk of recurrence and metastasis and worse prognosis have been indicated. 31 This study revealed that patients with early cervix cancer who had higher CTC In summary, CTCs with mesenchymal phenotypes are closely related to pelvic lymph node metastasis and lymphatic vascular invasion in stage I-IIA cervical cancer. Detection of circulating tumor cell phenotypes is helpful for the early diagnosis of cervical cancer micro-metastasis and assessment of disease status. In the future, the clinical value of CTC detection in cervical cancer needs to be estimated via a large-scale prospective randomized study.
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